Abstract-In this paper, our objective is to come up with a sound methodology to design supply chains with outstanding delivery performance. As the first step towards this objective, we consider supply chains with a linear workflow, which we call pipelined supply chains. We define a new index of delivery performance called delivery sharpness which measures the precision as well as the accuracy with which products are delivered to the customers. The specific problem we solve is: given the delivery sharpness to be achieved, how can we allocate variability across individual stages of the supply chain in a cost-effective way. We call this the variance pool allocation (VPA) problem. In formulating and solving the VPA problem, we explore interesting relationships among process capability indices C,, C p k , and C,,, and generalize the notion of Motorola six sigma performance. The VPA problem leads to a four step design methodology and the resulting optimization problem is solved using the method of Lagrange multipliers. We present an interesting example of a supply chain in the plastics industry and illustrate the different steps of our methodology.
I. INTRODUCTION important design objective in supply chain net-
A" works is to achieve a high probability of delivery of finished products to the customer in a customer specified delivery window. This entails perfect synchronization among supply chain elements and individual business processes embedded within the supply chain process. This in turn requires variability reduction all along the supply chain. Variability reduction in supply chains is the subject of several research papers (several important references are listed in [l] 
and in [2]).

A. Variance Pool AlEocation Problem
In this paper, we formulate and solve an important problem in the design of synchronized supply chains. We call this problem as the variance pool allocation problem (VPA). Given a supply chain and the mean and standard deviation of the end-to-end lead time for a certain product mix, the VPA problem seeks to optimally distribute the pool of variance among individual business processes so as to minimize cost and achieve outstanding delivery performance.
In this paper, we also describe the delivery performance of a supply chain in terms of two metrics. The first is a traditional metric, delivery probability (DP), which is the probability that a typical customer order is delivered during a customer-specified window. We show in the paper that the two popular process capability indices, C, and C,, [3] , [4] provide an appropriate vehicle for computing the delivery probability. The second metric is a new one that we propose, which we call delivery sharpness (DS), which is a measure of how close to the target (most desired) delivery date a customer order is actually delivered.
B. Relevant Work
The Motorola six sigma program for design tolerancing is described in [7] , [8] . These reports also describe the process capability indices C, and Cpk. These and other process capability indices are discussed in a comprehensive manner in [6], 141. An attempt towards synchronizing the internal processes in a supply chain network for better delivery performance has been made by Narahari et a1 [9] . The authors emphasize the use of Motorola Six Sigma approach to analyze and design a given supply chain process for six sigma delivery performance. Two design problems are discussed in this paper: finding nominal pool and finding a variance pool. The present paper is a generalization of the above paper [9].
C. Outline of the Paper
Section 2 of this paper covers the description of process capability indices and relationship among each other, relationship with process yield and relationship DP as well as DS. The section also presents a generalization of the notion of Motorola six sigma quality.
These findings are used in Section 3 to formulate the variance pool allocation problem for linear or pipeIined supply chains. In Section 4, we present a four-step methodology for VPA in supply chains. Finally in Section 5, we describe a six stage supply chain in a plastics industry and apply our design methodology. 
PROCESS CAPABILITY INDICES:
The process capability index, C,, is defined as
It is assumed later in our work that the distribution of X is normal and the target value of lead time . T is the mid point of U S L and LSL for any business process. Hence C, can be expressed in following equivalent form.
(1)
T c = -3a
where T = tolerance = usL;LsL C, measures only the potential of a business process, where by potential, we mean the probability of delivering the products within customer specified delivery window provided that T = p. This potential can be computed with the help of following relation:
where @ ( Z ) is cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution. This function is plotted in Figure 1 .
B. The Index C,,
C, , is defined as follows:
While C, measures the potential of the process, C,, helps measure the actual yield (i.e. when T # p ) and In addition to potential and actual yield, we can define two other quantities: Upper Bound on process yield and Lower Bound on process yield. These bounds depend only on C,, and the actual yield of the process lies between these two values. These four quantities represent areas of different regions under probability density function, fx(z), as shown in Figure 2 . Table   I1 summarizes the formulae for these four quantities.
A proof of these formulae is provided in [lo] . 
C. The Index C, ,
The index CPm is defined as 
D. Relationship and Dependencies among
The following relations can be derived among
where k = +. A crisp idea behind the intent of these bounds is as follows:
If process's C, (C,,) is less than C; (C;,)then its actual yield can't be equal to a; no matter how large C,, (C,) i s s m i l a r l y if process's C,, is greater than or equal to C;, then it's actual yield can't be less than a; no matter how small C, is. The case with is little different. For any value of C, greater than or equal to it is possible to find a corresponding C, , such that actual yield of the process is a. Table I11 summarizes such bounds on C, and C,,.
E. A Generalized View of Motorola Six Sigma Quality
The basic idea of the Motorola Six Sigma concept [7] , [8] is that it identifies a "sigma (a) level" with each value of number of defects per million opportunities (npmo). In other words, a sigma level is attached with each value of actual yield of the process. As the actual yield increases the sigma level also increases. We call this sigma level as Delivery Probability (DP) because it essentially measures the upper bound of on time delivery probability in the context of the delivery process. This DP can be completely determined just by knowing C, and Cpk.
Delivery Sharpness (DS): For any characteristic X if we look at the definition of C,,, the increase in the variance decrease C,, value. Similarly as mean ( p ) comes closer to target (T), C , , increases. Thus C,, has as inherent feature to measure accuracy along with precision. Henceforth we call CPm of the process as DS of the process.
In the situation like above, we define six sigma quality (or any other sigma) as the actual yield equal to (1 -3.4 x x 100% not the upper bound as per Motorola 6a program. Now our interest is to find out in how many different ways the bias and variance can be adjusted together without disturbing actual yield. This leads to a generalized view of six sigma quality, which we call GMoSS quality. In order to explain this idea let us start with equation:
If we fix the value of actual yield as a in above equation then there will be two independent variables C,, C,, , hence solution set will be unbounded. But already we have proved that for a given actual yield a C, and C,, M7e can proceed one step further by looking at the connection between delivery probability and delivery sharpness in the light of the GMoSS notion. For this, we consider the plots of a quality levels on C,, -C, plane and then see how C,, behaves on the same plot.
For this purpose we use the identity relation among C,,C,, and C,, (7) and plot this relation for a constant value of C,, (say C;,) . The curve comes out to be a part of hyperbola. From a process design point of view, it can be said that for a desired level of DS (i.e. C,,,,) and DP (i.e. C,, C,,); this curve provides a set of 3-tuples (C,, C,, , Cpm) which all satisfy these two ; C; 5 C, 5 00.
requirements. The designer has to decide which one of the triples to choose depending upon other limitations. 
B. Assumptions on Nature of Business Process and
The design methodology proposed in this paper is based upon the following assumptions:
1. End-to-end lead time Xi of each business process i is normally distributed. Individual lead times are mutually independent of one another and also they are under statistical control. 2. There is no time elapsed between transforming the material from process i to process i + 1. Hence supply chain lead time Y (which is equal to the total sojourn time of material within chain ) is equal to the sum of lead times of the individual processes which means Customer Delivery Window Y = Cyzl Xi. It is easy to see that Y will be normally distributed with p = Cy=l pi and a2 = cy'l a: as it is sum of n independent normally distributed random variables.
C. Problem Description
C.l Known Parameters 1. Customer delivery window for lead time of each process i.e., (-rt, Tt)Vi and also for overall supply chain lead time i.e., (7, T ) . 2. Mean pi of random variable X i Vi.
Cost of lead time per unit item produced, denoted
by Ci, for each process i. This cost is that part of the total processing cost which is associated with lead time. For example if it is manufacturing process then it may be the opportunity cost of capital tied up with machinery. In most practical situations, cost of lead time per unit for any process i increases as variance ui decreases because pi is constant here.
It is known that C,, is inversely proportional t o ai, so any kind of function C, = f (ai) can be expressed in terms of C,, which means Ci = f(ai) = g (C,,) .
If underlying assumptions are assumed to hold, Taylor's theorem can be invoked on this function to a p proximate it, say, to a third order polynomial, in the following manner:
Here aio, ail, ai2, ai3 are constants.
C.2 Decision Variables and Constraints
In the VPA problem, the decision variables are variance values o i of individual lead times X i of each process i in the supply chain. Following are the constraints in the VPA problem: 1. DP for overall supply chain lead time should be at least at the level of 6a or any specified a level. 2. DS should be at least at the level of C:,. 
Constraints:
1. DS for supply chain lead time 1 C,, 2. DP for supply chain lead time should be at least at the level of 6a. 
9%
Equation (10) states that once the pair (Cp,Cpk) is chosen for supply chain lead time Y , the feasible solution set will get automatically b e d and it is the set of all those n-tuples (Cpl , C,, , . . . , CPn) which satisfy this equation for the chosen value of C, and Cpk.
The idea to get such a pair (C,, C,,) is to choose the pairs that satisfy both constraints (1) and (2) and use it in equation (10) in order to get the desired constraint in terms of decision variables.
C. Step 3: Fixing Values for C, and C,,
As pointed out in the last section, our problem is to find a (Cp, C,,) pair which satisfies constraints (1) and (2) and also satisfies the relation 6 = 6. 
D. Step 4: Solving the Optimization Problem
The underlying optimization problem can be rewritten as: Minimize cost C , given by equation (9), sub- The problem can be solved by using the method of Lagrange multipliers. The method is illustrated in the example in the next section.
V. AN EXAMPLE Let us consider a supply chain for a plastics industry, as shown in Figure 6 , to provide the basis for applying our design methodology. The supply chain has six business processes namely Procurement, Sheet Fabrication, Transportation, Manufacturing, Assembly, and Delivery. Let us assume that lead times (in Days) associated with these processes are represented by random variables Xi; i = 1,2, . . . , 6 respectively and they satisfy the assumptions mentioned in subsection 4.2. The problem here is to find out standard deviation ai of lead time Xi of all the processes in the chain such that a delivery probability of 6a level is attained and also a designated level of delivery sharpness, say, C,, = 1.42782 (arbitrarily chosen in this case), is achieved. The known parameters are tabulated in Table IV. Let the target value T of the end-to-end supply chain lead time Y be 82 days and tolerance T be 6.5 days.
Steps 1 and 2: The objective here is to minimize the Step 4 Substitution of the values for C;,C;, will change the constraint (13) into E&, 5 = 11.724. Now we will apply the Lagrange Multiplier Method in order to solve this optimization problem. Solving this system of equations by standard numerical methods we get only one real solution: Cl, = C* P3 = C* P6 = 1.005670;C;, = C;, = 1.645700;C,*, = 1.376280; A* = 3.074458. Under this operating condition cost of delivery C* is 38.601998. It can be verified easily by the sufficiency condition that this point corresponds to the point of minimum.
Lagrange Function
VI. IMPLICATIONS OF THE WORK
In our view, this research has several important implications.
It provides an elegant characterization for supply chain delivery performance in terms of two metrics, delivery probability and delivery sharpness, and three well known process capability indices.
The above metrics and capability indices will provide a general framework for developing a design methodology for supply chains.
The variance allocation problem is an important fist step in the design of synchronized supply chains.
The work has some limitations. For example the analysis and design has been done only for make-toorder linear supply chains and that too for normally distributions lead times. Also, several assumptions have been made in formulating and solving the VPA problem. h4any of these limitations can be surmounted in due course of time and provide important directions for further work.
